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OUTCOMES 

• Discuss one resource for supporting a transition into the nursing profession 

• Describe at least two ideas that can be implemented by your next working shift to 
facilitate a transition into a nursing specialty



Tip #1

Never be afraid

to ask questions.



Tip #2

Admit your mistakes. 



Tip #3

Clarify, if you have doubts. 



Tip #4

Don’t be too hard on yourself. 



Tip #5

Avoid negative people at your 
area. 



Tip #6

Be on time. 



Tip #7

Become assertive.



Tip #8

Be mindful of what you say to 
patients/clients and their family. 



Tip #9

If you are unsure, look it up. 



Tip #10

Night shift? Have a cup of tea. 



Tip #11

You are in control of your 
thoughts and feelings. 



Tip #12

Even though you are new, be there to 

help others. 



Tip #13

Education doesn’t stop once 
school does. 



Tip #14

There is a whole world of nursing 
that awaits you!



Tip #15

Know what you can and can’t do –

legally. 



Tip #16

When in doubt, carry as much as 
you can. 



Tip #17

Chart as soon as you can. Don’t 
wait till later. 



Tip #18

Learn tips and trick from your new 

colleagues. 



Tip #19

Return to the basics.



Tip #20

Find a place to belong.



QUESTIONS

• Any questions? 



Thank you for attending!

We will send you an email 
in approximately 1 week 
that will include a link to 

the webinar recording 
and the process for 

completing the evaluation 
to obtain your CPD 

certificate.

Questions? Email us at: 
education@sigmanursing.

org

Sign up for future webinars 
or view previously recorded 

webinars at: 
https://www.sigmanursing.org/learn-

grow/education/sigma-webinars

mailto:education@sigmanursing.org
https://www.sigmanursing.org/learn-grow/education/sigma-webinars
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